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When I will get a Career Change?
D1

Planetary position at the time of birth
Planet Sign

Degree Lord Nakshatra Pad Lord SubLord Position

Asc

Capricorn 19.45 Sat Sravana

3 Mon Ket

Sun

Leo

Mon

Sagittarius 04.59 Jup Mula

2 Ket Mar

Mar

Virgo

16.04 Mer Hasta

2 Mon Sat

Mer

Leo

14.59 Sun P.Phalguni 1 Ven Ven

Jup

Leo

07.08 Sun Magha

3 Ket Rah

Ven

Cancer

27.26 Mon Ashlesha

4 Mer Jup

29.19 Sun U.Phalguni 1 Sun Rah

Sat(R) Capricorn 06.43 Sat U.Asadha 4 Sun Mer
Rah(R) Sagittarius 22.50 Jup P.Asadha 3 Ven Sat
Ket(R) Gemini

22.50 Mer Punarvasu 1 Jup Sat

Ura(R) Sagittarius 16.05 Jup P.Asadha 1 Ven Sun
Nep(R) Sagittarius 20.15 Jup P.Asadha 3 Ven Jup
Pluto Libra

24.29 Ven Vishakha 2 Jup Mer

Com

Hi ……..,

I studied your chart with great care. Career interest, job location
and growth in career is mainly seen through the analysis of Atma
Karaka, Amatyakaraka, Hora lagna, 10th house in the birth
chart, condition , aspects, and placement of 10th lord , 10th lord in
Navansha and a detail analysis of Dashamansha aka D10 chart.
I have attached D1 chart and I have studied Navansh and
Dashamansh as well. It may confuse you , that’s why I have not
posted here.

Study these details carefully.
Your Hora Lagna is Leo. Sun is the ruler of Leo and sitting in
the 8th house in the sign of leo. Sun is conjunct with Mercury and
Jupiter. Sun is placed in the nakshathra of Uttar Phalguni whose
ruler is also the Sun. This is a double doze to show your career
interest. Leo is the 5th sign in natural zodiac and the areas ruled
by Leo are creativity, self expression, self promotion, fun and
entertainment. You may earn money from creative self

expression according to the sign of Leo. The sun is in the 8th
house. The 8th house deals with hidden resources, engineering,
something like ordinary people doesn’t know, background
information etc. The Sun is conjunct with Mercury in 8th house
itself
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Mercury is in the nakshathra of Purva Phalguni which is ruled by
Venus, the planet of beauty, love, arts, entertainment, women and
luck. Venus is your Atma Karaka too. Atmakaraka guides you to
be in the ideal career for you. Mercury is logic, intellect,
technology, communication and internet.
While I was describing this over the phone, I confirmed that you
have done a course in graphic designing and you were working
in that domain.

I can explain your career focus through many other ways also,
but I think this information itself will give you a focus in your
career area.
Now, you are going through your Sun mahadasa.
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When you asked me the question your Mahadasa was Sun-Sun .
Sun is your hora lagna, and AtmaKaraka.
Most of the changes in your current life is in the 8th house
matters. Your personal life is going through lot of
transformations. You are going through emotional stress,
financial crunch, pressure from future in laws, sexual needs, and
fears which are the main features of the 8th house. From 8th house
the sun is looking at the 2nd house of money, self-worth, material
possession and family. You are under stress to prove yourself,
your family is questioning you, and you are getting unwanted
expenditures, and emotionally drained. Don’t worry, good times
are very near.
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During this time period ie, during your Sun-Moon dasa, you will
get a new job. Actually your good time will start from the
commencement of the Sun-Moon dasa. Moon is aspecting your 6th
house of work place from the 12th house.
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Moon is in the nakshathra of Moola whose ruler is Ketu. Look at
your 6th house. You have Ketu in it. So get ready for a new
beginning. Not only is that from 8th house Jupiter which is
conjunct with Sun also aspecting the Moon. Jupiter is in Magha
nakshathra ruled by Ketu.
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Now, there can be some career sector change in the job. Moon is
mother, emotional, management, hospitality and care. During
this dasa you may work in domain different from what you
studied. It can be in a domain where you manage or take care of
others.

This was your question
When I will get a Career Change?
My answer is this
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My suggestions for your happiness.

Moon is the mind, emotions and feelings in astrology.
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Moon is in the sign of Sagittarius. Jupiter, the planet of
expansion is ruling Sagittarius. Your Moon is conjunct with
Rahu
Rah(R)
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Rahu is obsession, passion, aggression and rebellion in
astrology. Rahu is in the sign of Sagittarius ruled by Jupiter.
Jupiter is the planet of expansion and it is magnifying your
thoughts.
So, your mind is totally under stress and your thoughts are simply
getting expanded. You are swayed by your emotions, and I think
you love that emotional drama. You love that victim status. You

enjoy that self-destructive pain. You love to live in that stress and
it is haunting you. You are not making any efforts control your
thoughts, which is very much possible. I really don’t like those
questions about your love affair. You are too consumed about the
possibility of your marriage with that specific person. There are
millions of love affairs and break ups happening everyday in this
world. Your love affair doesn’t make any difference to this world.
You are displaying ultimate form of selfishness and not thinking
about the well being of the society or you don’t have any
progressive dream about your life than spending some quality
time with your lover.
What quality are you adding to the world? What messages are
you giving to the society? What are the examples are you setting
for your next generation? Please try to visit a Cancer ward, and
then you will come to know how terrible and painful the reality is.
You are riding in a chariot of financial security, you have good
dress to wear, good food to eat, a house to live. Think about those
who don’t have any of these. Please come out of your selfishness
and then see you becoming more free and cheerful. If not, you
may fall into the pit of sorrow, created by you, yourself and will

never come out of it. Life will be stuck then. You are a young
man and you have very bright life ahead.

You Atmakarak is Sun
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It is in the nakshathra of Uttar Phalguni , ruled by Sun. Sun is
ego, selfishness, pride, and self esteem in astrology. You like to
keep your ego. You don’t want to make adjustments in your
lifestyle. If you make necessary changes, then there will be more
happiness and contentment in your life.

